
Seating
7800 Series Task Chair



Designed to perform

From the curve of the seat and back 

to the function of the comfort controls,

7800 Series chairs are designed to 

perform. Molded foam padding 

provides long-lasting support. Durable

user-preference adjustable controls

offer easy one-touch adjustment.

7847.X3T Simple Textiles
Sequel Glow*

7817.X3T Simple Textiles™

Sequel Sprig*

*Simple Textiles fabrics subject to availability.



Engineered for comfort

Integral comfort is engineered into 

the 7800 Series chair for all-day 

sitting ease. Deeply-contoured 

cushioning forms a curvilinear

back for superior lumbar support,

and the wave-formed seat helps 

promote healthy sitting.

7805BP.19T7823BP.72T
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Comfort at your fingertips

Personalize your chair with adjustable-height back and soft, padded arms. High-back

design offers integrated headrest, and a shoulder-height recess to cradle the upper spine.

Comfort and function at your fingertips

1. Adjustable height and width arms. Raises, lowers

arms, moves arms in or out, reducing shoulder, 

neck and back strain. (Optional arms, Model 7895 

for armless models)

2. Wide seat and contoured back. Provide all-day

comfort allowing greater productivity.

3. Tilt. Adjusts seat and back to a reclined position 

promoting all-day comfort.

4. Posture mechanism with lock. Allows the seat and

back to adjust at different rates facilitating improved

ergonomic posture. (Models 7813, 7843, 7803, 7823)

5. Tilt tension. Adjusts the amount of resistance felt

when reclining to accommodate individual weight

and workstyles.

6. Tilt lock. Locks the chair in an upright position for 

constant back support when not reclining.

7. Pneumatic lift. Raises and lowers the chair, adjusting

individual height for the best relationship to the

worksurface.

8. Back height. Raises and lowers the chair back for 

optimal position of lumbar support.

9. Seat glide. Moves seat cushion forward and back to

facilitate individual fit.

Please see the HON Pricer for all available 7800 Series models.

7800 Series
7808BP.19T
37" D x 301⁄2" W x 49" H
Front cover: 7808BE.16T
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7800 Series
meets SCS
certification
guidelines.


